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Orientation of the N- and C-Terminal Lobes of the Myosin Regulatory Light
Chain in Cardiac Muscle
Thomas Kampourakis,1 Yin-Biao Sun,1 and Malcolm Irving1,*
1Randall Division of Cell and Molecular Biophysics and British Heart Foundation Centre of Research Excellence, King’s College London,
London, United Kingdom
ABSTRACT The orientations of the N- and C-terminal lobes of the cardiac isoform of the myosin regulatory light chain (cRLC)
in the fully dephosphorylated state in ventricular trabeculae from rat heart were determined using polarized fluorescence from
bifunctional sulforhodamine probes. cRLC mutants with one of eight pairs of surface-accessible cysteines were expressed,
labeled with bifunctional sulforhodamine, and exchanged into demembranated trabeculae to replace some of the native
cRLC. Polarized fluorescence data from the probes in each lobe were combined with RLC crystal structures to calculate the
lobe orientation distribution with respect to the filament axis. The orientation distribution of the N-lobe had three distinct peaks
(N1–N3) at similar angles in relaxation, isometric contraction, and rigor. The orientation distribution of the C-lobe had four peaks
(C1–C4) in relaxation and isometric contraction, but only two of these (C2 and C4) remained in rigor. The N3 and C4 orientations
are close to those of the corresponding RLC lobes in myosin head fragments bound to isolated actin filaments in the absence of
ATP (in rigor), but also close to those of the pair of heads folded back against the filament surface in isolated thick filaments in the
so-called J-motif conformation. The N1 and C1 orientations are close to those expected for actin-bound myosin heads with their
light chain domains in a pre-powerstroke conformation. The N2 and C3 orientations have not been observed previously. The
results show that the average change in orientation of the RLC region of the myosin heads on activation of cardiac muscle is
small; the RLC regions of most heads remain in the same conformation as in relaxation. This suggests that the orientation
of the dephosphorylated RLC region of myosin heads in cardiac muscle is primarily determined by an interaction with the thick
filament surface.
INTRODUCTION
The globular head of the myosin molecule, also called sub-
fragment-1 or S1, is the molecular motor that drives muscle
contraction, performing mechanical work in cyclical inter-
actions with actin in the thin filament coupled to hydrolysis
of ATP (1–3). In each interaction, the myosin motor is
thought to undergo a conformational change, the working
stroke, which is associated with axial tilting of its light chain
domain (LCD; Fig. 1)—containing the myosin regulatory
light chain (RLC) and essential light chain (ELC)—with
respect to the actin-attached catalytic domain (CD) (4–7).
Tilting of the LCD is generally assumed to be linked to
the thick filament backbone via the coiled-coil subfrag-
ment-2 (S2) domain of myosin, thereby generating relative
sliding of the thick filaments with respect to the interdigi-
tating thin filaments.

According to the above model, the LCD should be rela-
tively rigid, so that it efficiently amplifies small conforma-
tional changes in the CD, and the S1/S2 junction should
be a free pivot, allowing a change in orientation of the whole
LCD during the working stroke as the filaments slide. How-
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ever, neither of these postulates has strong experimental
support. X-ray crystallography (8–10) of isolated myosin
fragments has revealed multiple LCD conformations,
suggesting there are internal hinges between the RLC and
ELC, between the N- and C-lobes of the RLC, and near
the CD/LCD junction. Although it is clear at low resolution
that there is significant flexibility between the S1 and S2 re-
gions of myosin (11), the conventional definition of the
junction between these two domains is based on proteolytic
susceptibility rather than on high-resolution structural data.
Thus, the possibility that the functional lever arm might be
composed of only part of the LCD, and that the functional
pivot between the myosin motor and the thick filament
might be within the LCD rather than at the S1-S2 junction,
has not been excluded. This has fundamental implications
for both molecular models of contractility and the regulatory
role of the RLC in striated muscle.

The interaction between myosin and actin in striated mus-
cle is primarily regulated by transient binding of Ca2þ ions
to the troponin/tropomyosin complex in the thin filament
(12,13), although phosphorylation of thin and thick filament
proteins including the RLC are implicated in physiological
and pathological modulation of contractility on slower time-
scales (14–17). In the heart, decreased RLC phosphorylation
is associated with impaired contractile function and cardiac
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.11.049
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FIGURE 1 Conformation of myosin domains in muscle and regulatory

light chain probes. The regulatory light chain (blue) and essential light

chain (light purple) are shown bound to the light chain domain of the

myosin heavy chain (green) in the rigor actin-myosin head complex, with

the catalytic domain in brown (5,41). BSR-probes were introduced on

RLC helix-A (pink), cross-linking helices B and C (cyan), C (orange), D

(dark green), E (yellow), F (brown), G (red), and cross-linking helices F

and G (gray). The Cb-atoms (or Ca-atoms in case of glycine residues) of

mutated residues are shown as colored spheres and the expected probe

dipole orientations are indicated by sticks. Surface views of the thin and

thick filaments (gray) are from (61) and (43), respectively. The myosin sub-

fragment-2 structure (violet) is from human cardiac myosin S2D (PDB

2FXO (52)).
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hypertrophy in animal models (18), and contractile regula-
tion by another thick filament component—myosin binding
protein-C (MyBP-C)—may also be partly mediated by
its interaction with the RLC (19). The high frequency of fa-
milial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy mutations associated
with cardiac RLC (20) further emphasizes its functional
importance.

To better understand the physiological function of the
RLC in the context of both the tilting lever arm model and
the regulation of contractility, we measured the orientation
of its N- and C-lobes in the native environment of heart mus-
cle cells. Although it is technically challenging to make mo-
lecular structural measurements at the whole cell level, this
approach has the important advantage of preserving both the
intra- and intermolecular interactions between myosin do-
mains in a native thick filament and the native interaction
between myosin and actin in the filament array at physiolog-
ical concentrations of ATP and calcium. We measured RLC
lobe orientation in ventricular trabeculae using sets of site-
specific bifunctional sulforhodamine (BSR) probes cross-
linking genetically introduced pairs of cysteine residues
on the surface of the RLC (21–24) (Fig. 1). The orientation
of each BSR probe was determined in situ from the polari-
zation of its fluorescence, and the data from the set of probes
on each RLC lobe were combined to calculate the orienta-
tion of the lobe with respect to the filament axis. Thus, we
measured RLC N- and C-lobe orientation in the relaxed
(low calcium or diastolic) state in which myosin is detached
from actin, in the nucleotide-free rigor state in which the
heads are expected to be strongly bound to actin, and during
active isometric contraction at physiological ATP concen-
tration and micromolar calcium concentration, correspond-
ing to the systolic phase of the cardiac cycle.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation and characterization of BSR-cRLCs

Mutants of the human ventricular cRLC (UniProtKB entry: MLRV_

HUMAN; P10916) with pairs of cysteines introduced at positions 27 and

34 on helix-A, 64 and 71 on helix-C, 80 and 88 on helix-D, 54 and 63

cross-linking helices B and C, 97 and 110 on helix-E, 131 and 138 on he-

lix-G, 117 and 125 on helix-F or 120 and 136 cross-linking helices F and G

(Fig. 1) were obtained by site-directed mutagenesis. The mutants were ex-

pressed in BL21(DE3) cells (Stratagene) as N-terminal fusion proteins with

a Histidine tag and TEV protease site from a pET6a vector.

After removal of the N-terminal tag sequence by TEV protease, each of

the cRLC double-cysteine mutants was labeled with BSR-I2 (Invitrogen, B-

10621) and purified as described (23). The labeled BSR-cRLC-conjugates

are referred to as BSR-cRLC-X, where X indicates the cRLC helix to which

the BSR probe is attached or the pair of helices cross-linked by the probe.

Bifunctional labeling produces diastereoisomers; these could sometimes be

separated by high-performance liquid chromatography, but mixed isomers

were used for the experiments reported below. The two diastereoisomers

are expected to have the same orientation with respect to the backbone of

the labeled protein (21,23–25). Purity of the conjugates was characterized

by high-performance liquid chromatography (Agilent 1200 Series; Agilent

Technologies, Stockport, Cheshire, UK) and electrospray mass spectrom-

etry (Hewlett Packard Series 1100 LC/MS). BSR-cRLCs were obtained

on the 1–10 mg scale at 94–96% purity. Measured (calculated) masses

(Daltons) of the BSR-cRLCs A, BC, C, D, E, F, G, and FG were 19583.2

(19583.2), 19629.9 (19626.2), 19554.0 (19556.0), 19581.2 (19582.6),

19625.3 (19627.0), 19595.2 (19596.8), 19611.2 (19613.0), and 19540.5

(19541.6), respectively. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were measured

in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 on an Applied Photophysics Chirascan

Plus spectrometer.
Determination of endogenous cRLC
phosphorylation level

For determination of the extent of cRLC phosphorylation, skinned trabec-

ulae preparations (see below) were dissolved in SDS-PAGE sample buffer

and run on 15% SDS-acrylamide (30:1 acrylamide:bis-acrylamide) gels

(26) containing 50 mM Phos-tag-Acrylamide (NARD Institute, Hyogo,

Japan) (27) and 100 mM MnCl2. After electrophoresis, gels were equili-

brated for 15 min in transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, pH 8.3, 192 mM glycine,

20% (v/v) methanol) containing 1 mM EDTA and then washed three times

in transfer buffer without EDTA. Gels were blotted for 1 h at 50 mA in

transfer buffer onto nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad Laboratories,

Hemel Hempstead, UK) using a Trans-Blot SD Semi-Dry Electrophoretic

Transfer Cell (Bio-Rad). Postblotting, membranes were blocked for 1 h

at room temperature in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.05% (v/v)

Tween-20 (TBS-T, Calbiochem, Nottingham, UK) containing 5% (w/v)

nonfat dried milk powder. The blocked membranes were briefly washed

with TBS-T and then incubated overnight at 4�C with primary antibody

against cRLC (rabbit monoclonal antimyosin light chain 2, ABCAM,

ab92721, Cambridge, UK) in a 1:10000 dilution in TBS-T containing

2.5% (w/v) nonfat dried milk powder. Membranes were washed with

TBS-T and incubated for 1 h at room temperature with secondary antibody

(1:1000 dilution, HRP-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit IgG, NA934V, GE
Biophysical Journal 108(2) 304–314
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Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) in TBS-T containing 1% (w/v) nonfat

dried milk powder. Blots were washed in TBS-T, immersed in ECL Plus re-

agent (GE Healthcare), and bands visualized by developing the blot with

BioMax MR film (Kodak, Leicestershire, UK).
Reconstitution of BSR-cRLCs into ventricular
trabeculae

Wistar rats (male, 200–250 g) were sacrificed by cervical dislocation

(Schedule 1 procedure in accordance with UK Animals Scientific Proce-

dures Act, 1986). The hearts were removed immediately and rinsed free

of blood in Krebs-Henseleit solution (Sigma, K3753, Gillingham, UK) con-

taining: 118 mM NaCl, 24.8 mM NaHCO3, 1.8 mM Na2HPO4, 1.18 mM

MgSO4, 4.75 mM KCl, 2.54 mM CaCl2, and 10 mM glucose bubbled

with 95% O2-5% CO2, pH 7.4 at 20�C. Suitable trabeculae (free running,

unbranched, diameter %250 mm) were dissected from the right ventricle

in Krebs solution containing 25 mM 2,3-butanedione-monoxime, demem-

branated in relaxing solution (25 mM imidazole, 5 mM MgATP, 1 mM

free Mg2þ, 10 mM EGTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and 0.1% (v/v) pro-

tease inhibitor cocktail (P8340, Sigma); ionic strength adjusted to 200 mM

with KPropionate; pH 7.1 at 20�C) containing 1% (v/v) Triton X-100 for

60 min on ice and stored in relaxing solution containing 50% (v/v) glycerol

at �20�C for experiments. Trabeculae were used for experiments within

2 days of dissection.

Demembranated trabeculae were mounted via aluminum T-clips at sarco-

mere length 2.1 mm between a force transducer (Kronex Technologies, AE

801, Oakland, CA) and a fixed hook in a 60 ml glass trough containing re-

laxing solution. The cross-sectional areas of trabeculae were calculated

from the width assuming circular profile. Trabeculae were activated in

25 mM imidazole, 5 mM MgATP, 1 mM free Mg2þ, 10 mM CaEGTA,

1 mM DTT (ionic strength adjusted to 200 mM with KPropionate; pH

7.1 at 20�C; activating solution) preceded by 2 min incubation in preactivat-

ing solution (as relaxing solution except EGTA reduced to 0.2 mM), and the

maximal isometric force before cRLC exchange was recorded. BSR-cRLCs

were exchanged into trabeculae by a protocol modified from that used pre-

viously for skeletal muscle (28). In most experiments BSR-cRLCs were

introduced by incubating trabeculae for 30 min at 22�C in an EDTA-

rigor-extract solution (10 mM K2PO3H, pH 7.1, 20 mM EDTA, 115 mM

KPropionate) containing 0.5 mg/ml BSR-cRLC and 10 mM DTT. The

trabeculae were then washed for 5 min in relaxing solution and subse-

quently bathed in relaxing solution containing 0.5 mg/ml recombinant hu-

man cardiac troponin C and troponin complex (kindly provided by Dr. Mitla

Garcia) for 15 min and 1 h, respectively. In some control experiments the

native cRLC was extracted in trans-1,2-cyclohexanediamine-N,N,N0,N0-tet-
raacetic acid (CDTA)-rigor solution (composition in mM: 5 CDTA, 50 KCl,

40 Tris-HCl pH 8.4, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100) (20) followed by reconstitu-

tion with 40 mM BSR-cRLC in relaxing solution (composition in mM: 25

Imidazole, 15 Na2Creatine phosphate (Na2CrP), 78.4 KPropionate (KPr),

5.65 Na2ATP, 6.8 MgCl2, 10 K2EGTA, 1 DTT, pH 7.1) replacing over

50% of the endogenous cRLC. Trabeculae were then washed in relaxing so-

lution for 30–45 min, the sarcomere length adjusted to 2.1 mm and activated

again. The maximal isometric force was recorded, and trabeculae showing

<75% force recovery compared to that before cRLC exchange were

discarded.

The extent of cRLC exchange was determined by comparing the fluores-

cence intensity of the relaxed trabeculae with that of a known concentration

of the same BSR-cRLC in a 50 mm path-length cuvette mounted in the same

place on the experimental setup. The relatively mild cRLC exchange con-

ditions used here resulted in replacement of ~12%5 3% (mean5 SD, n¼
5) of the endogenous cRLCs by BSR-cRLCs. The average isometric force

after cRLC exchange was 88%5 13% (mean5 SD, n¼ 30) of that before

exchange, and the extent of force recovery was the same within experi-

mental variability for all eight BSR-cRLCs, and consistent with published

data for RLC exchange in skeletal muscle (22–24,28,29), indicating that the

small decrease in force is a nonspecific effect of the RLC exchange proto-
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col. The CDTA extraction/cRLC reconstitution protocol resulted in replace-

ment of 50% 5 5% (mean 5 SE, n ¼ 7) replacement of the cRLCs by

BSR-cRLC, with a similar force recovery, 87 5 6% (mean 5 SE,

n¼ 7). Incorporation of BSR-cRLCs into the A-bands of the trabecular sar-

comeres was confirmed by confocal microscopy using A.1025 antibody

against myosin heavy chain as a counter-stain (Fig. S2 A in the Supporting

Material).
Fluorescence polarization measurements

Activation protocols were as described for polarized fluorescence experi-

ments with probes on cTnC in trabeculae (30). Polarized fluorescence inten-

sities were measured as described previously for skeletal muscle fibers (23).

Fluorescence emission from BSR-cRLCs in trabeculae was collected by a

0.25 N.A. objective using excitation light beams either in line with or at

90� to the emission path. The polarization of the excitation and emitted

beams was set either parallel or perpendicular to the trabecular axis, allow-

ing determination of the three-order parameters, hP2di, hP2i and hP4i that
describe the orientations of the probe dipoles with respect to the trabecular

axis (31). One-dimensional maximum entropy (ME) distributions were

calculated from the hP2i and hP4i values for each probe and condition

and expressed as the mean qME and standard deviation sME of the resulting

ME distribution for each probe (32). The orientations of the cRLC N- and

C-lobes were calculated by two-dimensional ME analysis, combining the

data from four BSR-cRLCs in each case (33). The orientation of each probe

dipole in the coordinate frame of a given crystallographic structure of the N-

lobe was calculated using a coordinate frame defined by the D- and B-he-

lices (Fig. S3). The orientation of the N-lobe in the laboratory frame was

then described by the angles bDB and gDB, where bDB is the angle between

the D-helix and the trabecular/thin filament axis, and gDB describes the

rotation of the lobe around the D-helix, with gDB ¼ 0� when the plane con-
taining the D- and B-helices coincides with that containing the D-helix and

filament axis. A similar approach was used for probes in the C-lobe, using

the E- and G-helices as the corresponding reference axes for bEG and gEG,

respectively (Fig. S3). An increase in either g indicates a counterclockwise

rotation of each lobe viewed from the þ end of the D- or E-helix.

For the N-lobe of scallop myosin S1 in the nucleotide-free state (Pro-

tein Data Bank (PDB) entry 1SR6 (34)), the D-helix orientation was

defined by the vector joining the midpoints of the Ca atoms of residue

pairs Thr-70/Phe-72 and Ser-74/Phe-76 oriented toward increasing resi-

due number, and that of the B-helix by a vector joining the midpoints

of Ca atoms of the residue pairs Asp-39/Lys-41 and Ile-43/Glu-45.

In the C-lobe, the E-helix orientation was defined by the vector joining

the Ca atoms of residue pairs Glu-87/Ile-89 and Asn-91/Phe-93, and

the G-helix by a vector joining the midpoints of Ca atoms of the residue

pairs Asp-123/Met-125 and Met-127/Phe-129. The orientation of each

probe dipole, calculated in the local coordinate frame under the assump-

tion that the probe dipole is parallel to the BSR attachment points, is

described as (q,f), where q is the angle between the probe dipole and

the D-helix in the N-lobe, and between the probe dipole and the E-helix

in the C-lobe. f is defined as the angle between the D-helix/dipole plane

and the D-helix/B-helix plane for the N- lobe, and between the E-helix/

dipole plane and the E-helix/G-helix plane for the C-lobe. An increase in

f indicates a counterclockwise rotation of the probe viewed from the þ
end of the D- or E-helix.

Probe dipole orientations were calculated from six different crystal struc-

tures of the RLC from five isoforms (PDB entries 2MYS, 1SR6, 3PN7 (mol-

ecules 1 and 2), 1QVI, and 2BL0) in the coordinate frames defined above, by

aligning the sequences to define the helix orientations and probe attachment

points for residue numbers corresponding to those given above for human

ventricular cRLC (Fig. S3). The average probe dipole orientations (q,f)

and standard deviations for BSR-cRLCs A, BC, C, D, E, F, G, and FG calcu-

lated for the six structures are (55.8� 5 4.5�, �85.1� 5 5.6�), (102.2� 5
5.1�, �154.5� 5 6.8�), (80.0� 5 10.4�, 124.8� 5 5.0�), (166.2� 5 5.7�,
�93.9� 5 32.9�), (157.3� 5 5.2�, �22.1� 5 21.8�), (78.2� 5 5.6�,
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160.0� 5 4.3�), (82.2� 5 2.7�, -5.6� 5 3.4�), and (48.3� 56.7�, -110.1� 5
10.9�), respectively (Fig. S3).
RESULTS

Preparation and incorporation of BSR-cRLCs into
skinned cardiac trabeculae

Eight double-cysteine mutants of the human ventricular iso-
form of the RLC (cRLC) were designed for bifunctional
attachment of a rhodamine probe in a range of orientations
on the surface of either the N- or C-lobe of cRLC (Fig. 1).
Expression, BSR-labeling, purification, and characteriza-
tion of these cRLCs are described in the Materials and
Methods. The resulting BSR-cRLC conjugates are referred
to as BSR-cRLC-X, where X indicates the cRLC helix to
which the BSR probe is attached or the pair of helices
cross-linked by the probe (Fig. 1). The effects of mutagen-
esis and BSR labeling on the structure of the cRLC were as-
sessed by far-ultraviolet CD spectroscopy. CD spectra for
wild-type cRLC and BSR-cRLC-G (Fig. S1) show typical
bands for a-helical proteins (35) with a-helical contents
of 16% and 18% for the wild-type cRLC and BSR-cRLC-
G, respectively, in agreement with published results for iso-
lated RLC in solution (20,36).

In most experiments BSR-cRLCs were introduced into
skinned trabeculae from rat right ventricle using milder
cRLC exchange conditions (see Materials and Methods)
than those used previously in skeletal muscle (22,23,28),
because recent results showed that the milder RLC exchange
protocol gives better preservation of thick filament structure
(37). In ventricular trabeculae this protocol resulted in
replacement of ~12% of the native cRLC by BSR-cRLCs,
which were mainly localized in the myosin-containing
A-band of the sarcomere as expected (Fig. S2 A). Moreover
BSR-cRLCs seemed to be confined to the inner two-thirds of
the A-band, suggesting preferential exchange of the endog-
enous cRLC in the C-zone of the sarcomere, which contains
MyBP-C. A small fraction (<5%) of the BSR-cRLC local-
ized to the sarcomeric Z-disk and M-band. Previous studies
using RLCs labeled with bifunctional rhodamine at many
different sites in skeletal muscle (22–24,29) showed that
introduction of the probe did not affect RLC function. To
check whether this is also the case for cRLC in cardiac
trabeculae, we used a CDTA exchange protocol that resulted
in the replacement of ~50% of native cRLC by BSR-labeled
cRLC (Table S1). Isometric force recovery after such ex-
change was the same as in the milder protocol that produced
12% cRLC exchange, indicating that mutagenesis and BSR
labeling does not affect cRLC function.

The endogenous cRLCs in the skinned cardiac trabeculae
were fully dephosphorylated in the conditions of our exper-
iments (Fig. S2 B), in contrast with the 0.4–0.5 mol Pi/mol
cRLC phosphorylation level reported for myocardium
in vivo (15). This difference may be associated with the pro-
tocols used for preparing the trabeculae, or the region of the
heart from which they were obtained (38). cRLCs were also
fully dephosphorylated in control experiments on unskinned
trabeculae, and on trabeculae in which butanedione monox-
ime, a drug that has been suggested to act as a chemical
phosphatase (39,40), was omitted from all solutions.
Orientation of the BSR-cRLC probes in cardiac
muscle cells

The orientation of the BSR-cRLC probes with respect to the
filament or trabecular axis was calculated from the polariza-
tion of the fluorescence from each probe after exchange into
trabeculae. These measurements give information about
cos2q and cos4q, where q is the angle between the probe
dipole, which is approximately parallel to the line joining
the two cysteines where the probe is attached, and the fila-
ment axis (21,31). This orientation information is conven-
tionally presented in terms of the order parameters hP2di,
hP2i, and hP4i that can be obtained directly from the polar-
ized fluorescence intensities, where hP2di gives information
about independent mobility of the probes with respect to the
RLC on the subnanosecond timescale, and hP2i and hP4i
represent the time-averaged orientation of the probe on
slower timescales (25,31). These data are presented in Table
S2. As reported previously for bifunctional rhodamine
probes on the RLC in skeletal muscle fibers (22–24),
hP2di has a characteristic value for each labeling site but
for any given site is approximately independent of the con-
tractile state of the muscle cells (Table S2). All the order pa-
rameters (hP2di, hP2i and hP4i) obtained with the mild RLC
exchange protocol used in the experiments reported below
were similar to those obtained with the CDTA extraction
protocol that resulted in 50% cRLC exchange (Table S1),
indicating that the RLC exchange protocol does not alter
probe orientation or its dynamics.

To provide a more physically accessible description of the
time-averaged orientation of the probe dipoles with respect
to the actin filament or trabecular axis, we calculated a one-
dimensional ME distribution (32) for each probe and condi-
tion, and the mean qME and standard deviation sME of these
distributions are shown in Fig. 2. The relatively high degree
of disorder of RLC orientations in all conditions studied
means that the qME values cluster around 50–70� and the
sME values are mostly >20�, for both the N-lobe probes
(Fig. 2 A) and C-lobe probes (Fig. 2 B). This analysis
does not give useful information about the shape of the
orientation distributions, which are necessarily simplified
because only two orientation parameters are measured for
each probe. Thus, it does not capture the full complexity
of the orientation distributions, for example the existence
of multiple populations of probes with distinct orientations,
but does show trends in the orientation changes for each
probe with high angular resolution, because the qME and
sME values are determined precisely. These trends are
Biophysical Journal 108(2) 304–314



FIGURE 2 Orientation parameters of BSR probes on the N-lobe (A) and

C-lobe (B) of the RLC in ventricular trabeculae. qME is the mean and sME

the standard deviation of a one-dimensional maximum entropy orientation

distribution for each probe in relaxation (green), active contraction (red),

and rigor (blue). Statistical significance of differences between values

was assessed using the paired Student’s t-test: yP < 0.05; zP < 0.01;

*P < 0.001.
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similar to those reported previously for RLCs labeled with
bifunctional rhodamine in skeletal muscle fibers (21,24),
namely the tendency for the mean probe orientation qME

for active contraction (red bars) to be intermediate between
that for relaxation (green) and rigor (blue), but closer to the
relaxed value, and for the standard deviation sME to be
either similar in the three states or lower in rigor. The
mean orientation qME was significantly different (P <
0.05) between rigor and relaxation for seven of the eight
probes, and between relaxation and active contraction for
four probes, two in the N-lobe and two in the C-lobe.
Orientation of the cRLC N-lobe

More detailed information about the orientation distribution
of the N-lobe of the RLC with respect to the filament axis
was obtained by combining the hP2i and hP4i data from
multiple probes using two-dimensional ME analysis
(31,33). The resulting ME distributions are the smoothest
distributions of lobe orientations consistent with the eight
order parameters measured for the N-lobe probes, and
give an exact fit to those parameters. The orientation distri-
butions were described using an internal reference frame
defined by the D- and B-helices of the RLC N-lobe, written
as (b,g)DB, where bDB is the angle between the D-helix and
the filament axis and gDB describes the rotation of the lobe
around the D-helix using the B-helix to define gDB ¼ 0 (see
Materials and Methods). The calculated orientation distribu-
tion depends on the relative orientation of the four probes,
and therefore on the chosen reference structure of the
RLC lobe. To characterize this dependence we repeated
the calculations using six crystallographic structures of the
RLC lobes of myosins from skeletal and smooth muscles
Biophysical Journal 108(2) 304–314
from a wide range of species. (Currently there is no structure
of the RLC region of a cardiac myosin in the PDB.)
The backbone fold of the RLC is well conserved between
published structures, and the orientations of the cysteine
pairs used for probe attachment varied by typically 510�

(Fig. S3). The results presented here were calculated using
the reference frame from PDB entry 1SR6 (34); those ob-
tained using other structures are described and compared
in the Supporting Material (Fig. S4)

ME distributions for the RLC N-lobe are shown as con-
tour plots in Fig. 3, A–C, with hotter colors denoting a
higher probability that the N-lobe is at that orientation.
The plots are limited to the range �90� < g < 90� because
dipole probes cannot distinguish between orientations (b, g)
and (180� �b, 180� þg). This leads to wrapping of features
on the upper left boundary of the plot to the lower right and
vice versa.

The (b,g)DB N-lobe orientation maps show three peaks
for all conditions studied, with approximate center angles
(b,g)DB ¼ (60�, �30�), (105�, 70�), and (135�, �45�),
which we refer to as N1, N2, and N3, respectively. The dis-
tributions for relaxation and active contraction (Fig. 3, A and
B) are very similar, as expected from the similarity of the
corresponding qME and sME values for individual probes
(Fig. 2 A). The N1 peak has a slightly higher peak b in active
contraction. In rigor (Fig. 3 C), the N1 and N3 peaks
partially merge in b.

The RLC N-lobe orientations corresponding to peaks N1,
N2, and N3 are shown graphically in Fig. 3 D in relation to
the coiled-coil subfragment-2 (light blue) to which pairs of
myosin heads, and thus pairs of cRLC N-lobes, are attached
in situ. For the N1 peak the heavy chain hook helix (green),
which forms the backbone of the N-lobe, is almost parallel
to the filament axis (the axial angle between the helix and
the filament axis is 8�), whereas for N2 and N3 it is almost
perpendicular (axial angles 108 and 83�, respectively).
N1/N2 and N2/N3 cRLC dimers would allow a separation
between the two cRLC N-lobes of a single myosin mole-
cule, but an N1/N1 combination (not shown), with both
hook helices parallel to the S2 coiled-coil, could only be
accommodated by separation of the two chains of the S2
coiled-coil at its N-terminus.

The RLC N-lobe orientation corresponding to the N1
peak lies between that in the canonical structure of isolated
heads from chicken skeletal muscle myosin (2MYS) bound
to actin filaments in the absence of ATP, i.e., in rigor (41),
(Fig. 3 C, green triangle) and that expected for the pre-
powerstroke or ADP.Pi state (Fig. 3 A, pink triangle),
modeled using the smooth muscle myosin head structure
(1BR1) with its catalytic domain fitted to that of the actin-
bound 2MYS, and the RLC region from 2MYS added by
superimposing the ELC regions as in (21). The N3 orienta-
tion is close to those produced when the catalytic domains
of scallop striated muscle (34) (1SR6) or squid myosin
in the Mg.ADP state (3I5F) are docked onto that of the



FIGURE 3 Orientation of the RLC N-lobe in

cardiac trabeculae. (A–C) Orientation distributions

of the RLC N-lobe ((b,g)DB) in relaxation, active

isometric contraction, and rigor, respectively,

calculated from the order parameters shown in Ta-

ble S2 using RLC coordinates from PDB entry

1SR6. Triangles denote N-lobe orientations for

the blocked (red (128�, �38�)) and free (white

(163�, �24�)) heads of isolated thick filaments

from invertebrate muscle (3DTP), and for the

actin-bound rigor complex of chicken skeletal

myosin S1 (2MYS; green (88�, �29�)), nucleo-
tide-free scallop myosin (1SR6; yellow (120�,
�45�)), smooth muscle myosin in the ADP.Pi state

(1BR1; pink (24�, �6�)), and squid myosin in the

Mg.ADP state (3I5F; cyan (120�, �59�)). (D)

Structural models of pairs of N-lobes (1SR6 coor-

dinates) in the N1, N2, or N3 orientations, with

(b,g)DB ¼ (60�, �30�), (105�, 70�), and (135�,
�45�), respectively, attached to part of the myosin

subfragment 2 coiled-coil (human cardiac myosin

S2D; PDB 2FXO). The myosin heavy chain is light

blue (S2) and green; RLC is orange and its D-helix

blue. The orientation of the filament axis (F) is

indicated by the black arrow.
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actin-bound 2MYS structure (Fig. 3 C, yellow and cyan tri-
angles, respectively). The N3 peak is also close to the RLC
N-lobe orientations of the blocked and free myosin heads of
the dephosphorylated OFF or J-motif state of isolated inver-
tebrate thick filaments (42) (Fig. 3 A, red and white trian-
gles, respectively), a conformation that is also present in
the C-zone of thick filaments from cardiac muscle, the re-
gion that contains MyBP-C (43,44). The N2 peak does not
correspond to any N-lobe orientation reported previously.
Orientation of the cRLC C-lobe

The orientation of the C-lobe of the cRLC was described in
terms of its local EG helix frame (b,g)EG. ME orientation
maps of the RLC C-lobe in this frame showed four peaks
in relaxation (Fig. 4 A) that we refer to as C1 to C4 in order
of increasing b, with approximate peak coordinates
(b,g)DB ¼ (30�, 15�), (70�, �60�), (90�, 30�), and (125�,
�25�), respectively. Peaks C1 and C3 were weaker during
active contraction (Fig. 4 B) than in relaxation, and no
longer appear as distinct peaks in rigor (Fig. 4 C). Peak
C4 was more intense than C2 in rigor, a reversal of their
relative intensities in relaxation and active contraction.

The orientation of the RLC C-lobe in the chicken skeletal
myosin head in the nucleotide-free state (2MYS) bound to
the actin filament in rigor (Fig. 4 C, green diamond) is close
to the C4 peak. The C-lobe orientation of the actin-bound
scallop myosin structure (1SR6), calculated as described
previously (yellow diamond) is even closer to C4, but that
of the squid myosin head in the ADP state (3I5F; cyan dia-
mond) has a very different g, effectively bringing it close to
C2 when the symmetry-generated wrapping of the maps is
taken into account. The orientations of the RLC C-lobes
in the free and blocked heads in isolated thick filaments
FIGURE 4 Orientation of the RLCC-lobe in car-

diac trabeculae. Orientation distributions of the

RLC C-lobe ((b,g)EG) in relaxation, active isomet-

ric contraction, and rigor, respectively, calculated

from the order parameters shown in Table S2 using

RLC coordinates from PDB entry 1SR6. Diamonds

denote C-lobe orientations for the blocked (red

(131�, 0�)) and free (white (158�, �60�)) heads of
isolated thick filaments from invertebrate muscle

(3DTP), and for the actin-bound rigor complex of

chicken skeletal myosin (2MYS; green (100�,
�28�)), scallop myosin (1SR6; yellow (125�,
�35�)), smooth muscle myosin in the ADP.Pi state

(1BR1; pink (31�, 20�)), and squid myosin in the

Mg.ADP state (3I5F; cyan (95�, 82�)).
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from invertebrate muscle (Fig. 4 A, white and red dia-
monds), are closest to C4. The actin-bound pre-powerstroke
state modeled using the smooth muscle myosin head
structure in the ADP.Pi state (1BR1) as described above
(Fig. 4 A, pink diamond) superimposes on C1. The C3
peak does not correspond to any C-lobe orientation reported
previously.

Although our data do not allow a unique assignment of
the N-lobe peaks (Fig. 3) to C-lobe peaks (Fig. 4), the
conserved fold of the RLC seen in crystal structures
(Fig. S3) indicates that, if the RLC has a similar fold in
trabeculae, its D- and E-helices are expected to be almost
parallel, and therefore for a given RLC conformation
(b)DB for the N lobe (Fig. 3) is approximately equal to
(b)EG for the C lobe (Fig. 4). The DB and EG reference
frames have also been chosen so that (g)DB is approximately
equal to (g)EG. Thus, it seems likely that the N2 and N3
peaks (Fig. 3) correspond to the C-lobe peaks C3 and C4
(Fig. 4), respectively, and N1 may correspond to a fusion
of C1 and C2.
DISCUSSION

Determination of cRLC lobe orientations in
cardiac muscle by polarized fluorescence

The orientations of the N- and C-lobes of the cRLC in ven-
tricular trabeculae were determined by attaching a BSR
probe to one of four sites in each lobe, replacing a small
fraction of the native cRLC by BSR-cRLC, and using
polarized fluorescence to obtain information about the
in situ orientation of each BSR probe. The data from the
four probes in each lobe were then combined using a
maximum entropy algorithm and crystallographic data on
the relative orientation of the probes in the local reference
frame of the protein to calculate the distribution of the ori-
entations of each lobe with respect to the trabecular or fila-
ment axis. The maximum entropy approach gives an exact
but not unique fit to the measured order parameters; it pro-
vides the smoothest orientation distribution consistent with
those parameters and with the angular relationships be-
tween the probes in the reference frame. Although features
with very high orientational resolution may not be accu-
rately characterized, the method successfully recovers mul-
tiple orientation populations when these are separated
by angles of tens of degrees (33), as in the distributions
reported here.

The dependence of the positions, shapes, separation, and
relative intensities of the peaks in these orientation distribu-
tions on the choice of RLC reference structure (Fig. S4)
showed that the variations of the fold of the RLC backbone
between these structures (Fig. S3), which are from myosins
from a very wide range of muscle types and species, are suf-
ficiently large to shift the peaks by up to 30� in extreme
cases for the N-lobe, with smaller shifts, typically 5–10�,
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for the C-lobe. These orientation distributions should there-
fore be regarded as approximate or relatively low-resolution
representations of the real cRLC lobe orientations in trabec-
ulae, with an uncertainty of 10–20� in the peak orientations
related to the uncertainty in the in situ fold of each cRLC
lobe. In addition, although the precision of the measured or-
der parameters is sufficient to constrain the peak orienta-
tions at this angular resolution, the relative areas of the
peaks do not give a precise measure of the angular disorder
or the numbers of myosin molecules in each peak (see the
Supporting Material and Fig. S6 and Fig.S7). Finally, as in
any determination of orientation using dipole probes in
the quasicylindrical symmetry of muscle cells, it is not
possible to distinguish between up and down orientations
with respect to the filament or trabecular axis, i.e., between
(b, g) and (180��b, 180�þg), or to determine the azimuthal
orientation of the lobe around the filament.
Comparison of RLC lobe orientations in cardiac
and skeletal muscle

The N- and C-lobes of cRLC have multiple preferred orien-
tations in heart muscle, with three peaks in the orientation
distributions for the N-lobe (Fig. 3) and four for the C-
lobe (Fig. 4). These orientation distributions were compared
with those reported previously for the two lobes of the RLC
in skeletal muscle (21–24) by transforming the skeletal mus-
cle data into the DB and EG coordinate frames used here
(Fig. S5). The peak of the N-lobe orientation distribution
in relaxed skeletal muscle ((23,24) is approximately
(b,g)DB ¼ (85�, �55�) (Fig. S5 A), which lies between the
N1 and N3 peaks and the symmetry-related equivalent of
the N2 peak in relaxed cardiac muscle (Fig. S5 C, Fig. 3
A). The C-lobe orientation distribution in relaxed skeletal
muscle (23) has a peak near (b,g)EG ¼ (70�, �45�)
(Fig. S5 B), close to the C2 peak in cardiac muscle
(Fig. S5 D, Fig. 4 A), with a broad shoulder in the region
of C3 and C4. Thus, the mean orientation of each RLC
lobe is approximately the same in the two muscle types,
but the orientation distributions in relaxed skeletal muscle
are broader and simpler, which may be related to the use
of smooth muscle RLC isoforms and/or more extreme
RLC exchange conditions in the earlier skeletal muscle
studies. Consistent with this explanation, a recent study of
RLC orientation in skeletal muscle fibers using skeletal
muscle RLC isoforms and a RLC exchange protocol similar
to that used here showed multiple orientation peaks (37)
(L. Fusi, King’s College London, 2014, personal commu-
nication). Moreover, in contrast with the older studies of
skeletal muscle RLC orientation (23), the temperature-
dependent ordering of thick filament structure in relaxed
muscle (45) was preserved in the recent study (37). These
results indicate that the use of milder RLC exchange con-
ditions and matched RLC isoform, as in this work, better
preserves the native RLC orientation distributions. The
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presence of multiple populations of myosin heads with
distinct orientations in these distributions is likely to be
related to the heterogeneity of nucleotide- and actin-binding
states of the heads and the complexity of head-head and
head-filament interactions in the intact filament lattice.
Comparison of RLC lobe orientations in cardiac
muscle with those in isolated filaments

Electron micrographs of isolated thick filaments from inver-
tebrate muscle in the dephosphorylated OFF state show
pairs of myosin heads folded back against the filament back-
bone (42) in a J-motif (Fig. 5 A), first described for verte-
brate smooth muscle myosin (46). A similar conformation
has been seen in electron micrographs of the C-zone of iso-
lated thick filaments from mammalian cardiac muscle, the
region containing MyBP-C (43,44), and in electron tomo-
grams of relaxed skeletal muscle (47). The two myosin
heads in the J-motif are nonequivalent, and are convention-
ally described as blocked and free heads, with distinct ori-
entations of both the catalytic and light chain domains
(Fig. 5 A). The limited resolution of the electron micro-
graphs did not allow the orientation of the RLC lobes in
this structure to be determined directly, but the regions of
the myosin heavy chain that bind the RLC (darker green
in Fig. 5) were fitted to the electron density by allowing
flexibility between the ELC and RLC regions (red arrow-
heads) and between the catalytic and light chain domains
(blue arrowheads). The J-motif state is considered to be a
model for the relaxed or diastolic structure of the myosin
heads in cardiac thick filaments, and our data allow this
idea to be tested. The approximate correspondence between
the RLC lobe orientations calculated from the J-motif
FIGURE 5 Orientation of myosin head domains in relaxation and rigor.

(A) Blocked and free myosin heads (green) in the J-motif of invertebrate

thick filaments (PDB 3DTP (42,62)) folded back against the S2 coiled-

coil (light blue). (B) Myosin heads bound to actin (gray) in the rigor com-

plex for the 2MYS (41) (upper) and 1SR6 (34) (lower) conformations. The

triangles and diamonds correspond to the symbols in Figs. 3 and 4, respec-

tively. Potential hinges between the catalytic and light chain domain and be-

tween the RLC and ELC regions are indicated by blue and red arrowheads,

respectively. Orientations are shown with respect to a vertical filament axis

(black arrow). The myosin light chains have been omitted for clarity.
model (Fig. 5 A) and the N3 (Fig. 3 A) and C4 (Fig. 4 A)
peaks suggests that there is a population of myosin heads
in the J-motif conformation in relaxed cardiac trabeculae,
although other heads are clearly not in the J-motif confor-
mation. Moreover the latter conformation is not confined
to the relaxed state, because similar features are observed
during active contraction (Fig. 3 B and Fig. 4 B).

The orientation of the RLC region of myosin heads in
the rigor state has also been estimated previously by fitting
crystal structures of the myosin head domain into electron
micrographs of isolated actin filaments decorated with
proteolytic myosin head fragments in the absence of ATP.
When this procedure is carried out using the crystal struc-
ture of nucleotide-free chicken skeletal muscle myosin
heads (2MYS) (41) (Fig. 5 B, upper conformation of the
myosin heavy chain; green), the calculated RLC N-lobe
orientation in the DB frame is close to N1 (Fig. 3 C, green
triangle), and the C-lobe EG frame orientation is close to C4
(Fig. 4 C, green diamond). This result depends on which
crystal structure is used to model the myosin head confor-
mation. When the catalytic domain of scallop striated mus-
cle myosin in the nucleotide-free state (34) (1SR6) is
docked onto that of the rigor actin-myosin head structure
of 2MYS (41) the light chain domain is much more parallel
to the filament axis (Fig. 5 B, lower myosin heavy chain
conformation), the N-lobe orientation is closer to the N3
peak (Fig. 3 C, yellow triangle), and the C-lobe orientation
is even closer to C4 (Fig. 4 C, yellow diamond). Thus, the
vertical density joining peaks N1 and N3 in the rigor orien-
tation distribution (Fig. 3 C) corresponds to tilting of the
light chain domain in the plane corresponding to the major
bend observed between the 2MYS and 1SR6 crystal struc-
tures when their catalytic domains are bound to actin in
rigor conditions, although this tilting is somewhat magnified
in situ. The actin-bound pre-powerstroke state, modeled us-
ing the smooth muscle myosin head ADP.Pi structure
(1BR1) (Fig. 3 A, pink triangle, Fig. 4 A, pink diamond),
is close to N1 and C1, suggesting that these pre-powerstroke
myosin head conformations may also be present during
relaxation and active contraction. However, the great diver-
sity of bends in the light chain regions of crystal structures
of myosin heads from different species, especially in the
twist angle g as exemplified by the differences between
C-lobe conformations of actin-bound chicken, scallop, and
squid myosins (Fig. 4 C, diamonds), suggests that these
apparent correlations between in situ and crystallographic
structures should be treated with caution.

The similarity of the RLC N-lobe orientation in the
relaxed J-motif (Fig. 5 A) and the rigor actin-myosin com-
plex (Fig. 5 B) appears not to have been noted previously,
but has a potentially fundamental functional consequence.
It implies that a myosin head could make the transition
from relaxed J-motif packing on the surface of the thick fila-
ment to strong binding to actin in rigor with little change in
the orientation of its RLC N-lobe, although a large change in
Biophysical Journal 108(2) 304–314
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the orientation of the catalytic domain would of course be
required.
Implications for the function of the RLC region of
myosin in cardiac muscle

In the context of conventional models of muscle contraction
and its regulation, in which the myosin heads are generally
thought to be close to the thick filament surface in relaxation
but released from the thick filament surface and bound to the
thin filaments in active contraction, the broad similarity of
the orientation distributions of the RLC N- and C-lobes in
cardiac muscle in these two states, a similarity that extends
to rigor for the N-lobe (Figs. 3 and 4) is unexpected. For the
N3 and C4 orientations, this similarity might be related to
the similar orientation of the RLC region in the relaxed
J-motif and actin-bound rigor states discussed previously,
which suggests that myosin heads with their RLC regions
in the J-motif conformation are able to bind actin without
changing that conformation, presumably by a large-scale
change in the conformation of the rest of the head. However,
the observation that the other N-lobe and C-lobe peaks are
also largely preserved during activation suggests that the
significant fraction of heads that are not in the J-motif in
relaxed muscle also maintain their RLC orientation on cal-
cium activation.

Thus, the transition between the relaxed state, in which
nearly all myosin heads are expected to be detached from
actin, and isometric contraction, in which a substantial frac-
tion of the mass of the heads has moved toward the thin
filaments in both skeletal and cardiac muscle (48,49), is
accompanied by little change in the overall orientation
distribution of either the N- or the C-lobe of cRLC (Figs.
3 and 4). These results suggest that the organization of the
RLC region of the myosin heads on the surface of the thick
filaments is largely insensitive to calcium activation, and
that the major component of the motion of the myosin heads
associated with muscle activation occurs by bending in the
heads between the RLC region and the catalytic domain.
The almost constant orientation of the RLC regions during
activation is likely to be due to a continuing interaction
with the surface of the thick filament, presumably through
the N-lobe, because the C-lobe orientation changes signifi-
cantly in rigor (Fig. 4 C). The maintenance of a large pop-
ulation of myosin heads in a conformation characteristic
of relaxed muscle during calcium activation of cardiac mus-
cle is consistent with the presence of a substantial fraction of
the heads with very slow nucleotide turnover in these condi-
tions (50).

The above conclusions imply a significant modification of
cross-bridge models in which the long S2 connection be-
tween the myosin head and the filament backbone (Fig. 1)
provides the radial and azimuthal flexibility to allow myosin
heads to attach optimally to actin sites in the three-dimen-
sional lattice of thin and thick filaments in the muscle sarco-
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mere (1). However the required radial flexibility is small; in
mouse hearts in vivo, the interfilament spacing is ~5% larger
at systole than at diastole (51), corresponding to an increase
in the center-to-center distance between thin and thick
filaments of only 1.3 nm. Some azimuthal flexibility might
also be retained in the presence of RLC/S2/filament back-
bone interactions if these are electrostatic rather than stereo-
specific (52).

Another implication of the conclusion that the RLC re-
mains docked on the thick filament surface during active
contraction would be a modification of the tilting lever
arm model for the action of the myosin motor (5,41,53).
In the generally accepted form of this model, force and fila-
ment sliding in muscle are generated by tilting of the LCD
of myosin, whereas the catalytic domain remains docked
in a fixed conformation on actin. Our results suggest that,
in situ, the functional lever arm might be composed of
only part of the LCD, and that the effective pivot between
the myosin head and the thick-filament associated portion
of each myosin molecule may be between the N- and C-
lobes of the RLC or between the RLC and the ELC, rather
than at the S1-S2 junction as usually assumed. The differ-
ence between RLC C-lobe orientations in active contraction
and rigor (Fig. 4) suggests that the effective pivot is likely to
be between the N- and C-lobes of the RLC. Bifunctional
rhodamine probes on the C-lobe of the RLC rotate both dur-
ing the elastic response and during the working stroke of the
actin-attached head (6,21,22), consistent with this location
of the pivot, which would shorten the lever arm from the ca-
nonical 11 nm to ~9 nm.

Finally, although our results show that the orientation of
the RLC region of the myosin head on the surface of the
thick filament is insensitive to the increase in free calcium
concentration associated with muscle activation, it remains
possible that the RLC region could exert longer term control
on the conformation of the myosin heads, and thus on car-
diac contractility. The orientation distributions reported
here relate to the fully dephosphorylated state of the RLC,
but the N-lobe of cRLC can be phosphorylated by cardiac
myosin light chain kinase (54,55) and may interact with un-
phosphorylated cMyBP-C (19). Both of these interactions
can alter myosin head orientation (56–58). Thus, our
conclusion that the cRLC acts as a thick filament binding
domain in the dephosphorylated state suggests a general
structural mechanism by which modification of the cRLC
could control cardiac contractility, which might also be
tested by future studies using this technique.
CONCLUSIONS

In heart muscle cells, the orientation distribution of the N-
lobe of the myosin regulatory light chain is broadly similar
in relaxation, isometric contraction, and in rigor, and that of
its C-lobe is similar in relaxation and active contraction.
These results suggest that the conformational changes of
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the myosin heads associated with activation of heart muscle
take place while their RLC regions remain bound to the
thick filament. In cardiac muscle, the orientation of the
RLC region may be primarily determined by its interaction
with the thick filament, and the lever arm of the myosin mo-
tor may be shorter than previously thought.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Supporting Materials and Methods, seven figures, and three tables are avail-
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